
Bitbucket gives your team everything you need 
to build, track, and deploy your software better.

Built for professional teams
Distributed version control system that 
makes it easy for you to collaborate with 
your team. The only collaborative Git 
solution that massively scales.

Git that massively scales
Have uninterrupted access with Bitbucket 
Data Center. Fast performance wherever 
you are in the world.

Code collaboration on steroids
Approve code review more e�ciently with 
pull requests. Hold discussions right in the 
source code with inline comments.

Bitbucket Pipelines
—Continuous Delivery in the cloud

Pipelines is built right within Bitbucket 
Cloud giving you end-to-end visibility from 
coding to deployment. With Bitbucket 
Pipelines there's no CI server to setup, user 
management to con�gure, or repositories 
to synchronize. Just enable it in one click 
and you're ready to go.

Best-in-class Jira integration
Release 14% more often with Jira Software 
and Bitbucket, which are seamlessly 
integrated from branch to deployment. 
Create Bitbucket branches from within Jira        
Software or transition issues without ever 
leaving Bitbucket.

Flexible deployment models
Enjoy �exible deployment models for teams 
of all sizes and needs. Host it in our cloud or 
manage it on your servers.

Unlimited private repositories
Get unlimited private and public reposito-
ries with Bitbucket. Bitbucket Cloud is free 
for small teams of 5.
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Bitbucket is the Git solution for professional teams.
More than 1m software teams and 6m developers love Bitbucket.
· Cloud  · Server  · Data Center  
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What will
your code do?

Bitbucket at a glance
Built for professional teams / Git that massively scales / 
Code collaboration on steroids / Flexible deployment models / 
Unlimited private repositories/ Best-in-class Jira integration

With Git and Bitbucket, we're able 
to complete 3x as many code 
reviews, which ultimately results in 
fewer bugs, fewer support tickets, 
and better software.

bitbucket.org

Kurt Chase,
Director of Release Engineering, Splunk


